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Human and Non-Human Migration and Mobility Symposium 
 

Centre for Spatial, Environmental and Cultural Politics 
University of Brighton 

Monday 25 March 2019 
 

Venue: ES105, lunch in gallery, then move to 309. 
 
 
Programme:  
9.45- welcome, coffee 
10.00-11.15- Panel 1. Media, representations and talk about migration and mobility  
11.15- 12.30- Roundtable. Communicating climate change induced migration: How the story is told 
and what more is to be done. 
12.30. Lunch-  
1.30-3.00- Panel 2. Film, artlife, and creating/curating movements toward and from home  
-Coffee- 
3.30-4.45 Panel 3. Borders, informality, and re-placing space in and outside the city 
4.45-5.30pm- Plenary- drawing disparate threads together  
6.30- Dinner –Wahaca restaurant (optional)- North Street, Brighton 
https://www.wahaca.co.uk/locations/brighton/  
 
 
10.00am. Panel 1. Media, representations and talk about migration and mobility  
Chair: Maria Sakellari 
 
Media, Migration and Identity in a City of Compounded Crises: Towards a Research 
Framework 
Afroditi-Maria Koulaxi (LSE, London)  
 
While the refugee crisis may have disappeared from our vocabulary and screens, ‘crisis’ still defines 
imagination and practice in cities that are now challenged through the arrival of refugee waves. 
Therefore, as significant numbers of migrants have now settled in European cities, it is important to 
understand how audiences, as consumers of the media, perceive ‘others’ vis-a-vis their own identity. 
In my presentation, I will discuss the reasons why the mediation of migration is a multi-faceted 
dialectical process. I will highlight the need to understand the ways it (mediation of migration) is 
experienced, affected and negotiated to inform a different kind of research. I thus propose a research 
framework that highlights new directions that could contribute to advancing our understanding of the 
relationship between mediation of migration and identity at times crisis by pointing to the following: 
1) Comparative research between the embodied/mediated and purely mediated encounters with 
migrant populations 2) The voice of audience and the importance of community engagement 
workshops to understand the complexities of everyday life. I will show how the proposed framework 
will arrive at a more nuanced understanding of the limits of the symbolic power of the media in 
defining the parameters of the ways individuals construct their identities in a city of difference and of 
compounded crises.  
 
 
Mobile Urban Cycling Protest  
Frauke Behrendt (University of Brighton)  
 
This talk concerns the relationship between human and non-human mobility in the sustainable 
transport context. Specifically, it explores the interrelationship between cyclists, their bicycles and 
digital technologies in mobile urban protests. It brings together mobility studies and media studies 
approaches to examine a central case study: ‘Critical Mass’, a political mass bike ride that happens in 
many cities around the world since the early 1990s. How do (a) cyclist’s bodies, (b) physical elements 
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such as bicycles, cars and roads, and (c) digital elements such as strava data, youtube documentation 
and social media for mobilising work together in creating ‘Critical Mass’ events? This is explored 
through an analysis of online documentation of critical mass events in London and San Francisco. The 
material is discussed in the light of Furness’ (2010) work on exploring the “communicative and 
strategic functions of reclaiming public space through the bicycle”, Morley’s (2017) work on ‘The 
Migrant, the Mobile Phone and the Container Box’ and Shellers’s recent (2018) work on Mobility 
Justice 
 
 
Representations of climate migration in the discourse of international organisations and 
newspapers 
Valentina Boschian Bailo, University of Udine 
 
Climate migration is a wide-ranging issue affecting the lives and identities of many people in 
migrating and host communities. A multi-causal relationship between ecological and social systems 
and the ability to adapt underlies these types of human mobility (Warner, 2010). Climate migration is 
often framed in a way that works against the interests of migrants, as a threat to the current ‘status 
quo’, and so it is often being approached in a way that contributes to the oppression of migrants when 
dealing with its many aspects: dealing with climate change and receiving displaced people, among 
many others. This paper aims at exploring the discourse of intergovernmental organizations about 
climate migration. Special attention will be paid to the main representations of the phenomenon itself; 
migrant and host communities; and the role played by the climate and the environment in causing 
climate migration. Language use plays an important role in the construction of stories around climate 
migration: the very label ‘climate migration’, for instance, limits the drives of migration to the sphere 
of weather patterns, changes in the climate and the environment; and so it limits both understanding 
and action (Stibbe 2012). International institutions and media play a relevant and influent role because 
of the authoritativeness of the stories they circulate. Their discourse on climate migration and the 
interrelated web of changes that underlie this phenomenon is likely to influence the way climate 
migration is understood and approached by laypersons. The present study is based on ecolinguistics 
research and aims at raising awareness on the complexity of communication about this controversial 
topic. Ecolinguistics is here intended as a framework for exploring and assessing the way language 
construes our view of nature and the environment and the impact language and discourses have on 
environmental issues (Alexander & Stibbe, 2014; Stibbe 2014; Fill and Penz 2018). This paper is 
based on eco-critical discourse analysis of texts belonging to two corpora: a collection of open-access 
publications published online by international intergovernmental organisations, and a corpus of 
newspaper articles from a variety of major media outlets. The way climate change and migration are 
approached can be a great opportunity to follow a new cultural path that values care, partnership 
between communities, and the wellbeing of the eco-system on which all life-forms depend. A 
framework for understanding and communicating the present in an innovative way is the first step to 
deal with it with a renewed mind-set.  
 
 
11.15am. Roundtable 
Chair: tbc 
 
Communicating climate change induced migration: How the story is told and what more is to be 
done. 
Maria Sakellari 
University of Brighton 
 
This round table session focuses on the mediation of climate change induced migration in the UK. It 
will discuss findings and disseminate results of IKETIS, a Marie-Sklodowska Curie project, on how 
UK online news media and NGOs online campaigns represent climate change induced migration and 
those affected by it. It will also discuss implications upon policy and public understanding of the issue 
and explore how to build best capacities of journalists, NGOs, and policy-makers - key opinion 
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shapers - to enhance social support for policy actions. The session will attempt to answer larger 
questions relevant not only to scholars studying climate change communication and/or discourses of 
climate change induced migration but also to human mobility and migration theorists, migrants and 
refugees activists, policy-makers, journalists and media professionals. 
 
Panellists: Maria Sakellari, Marie Sklodowska-Curie Fellow, School of Media, University of 
Brighton; Mark Doidge, Senior Research Fellow, School of Sport and Service Management, 
University of Brighton; Julie Doyle, Professor of Media and Communication, School of Media, 
University of Brighton; Matt Adams, Principal Lecturer in Psychology, School of Applied Social 
Science 
 
12.30pm. Lunch  
 
1.30pm. Panel 2. Film, artlife and creating/curating movements toward and from home  
Chair: tbc 
 
La Familia – An Essayistic Road Movie in Development 
Dr Minou Norouzi 
Goldsmiths College, University of London 
 
This talk presents research on the ethics of objectifying refugee experiences through documentary 
representations. To objectify refugee experiences here means turning those experiences into artistic 
projects. I provide work-in-progress research on my film project titled La Familia as a case study 
using a mix of auto-ethnographic writing and critical theories.  
La Familia is an essay film in development that retraces a road trip taken with my family from Austria 
to Iran in the 1970s, across Hungary, the former Yugoslavia, Bulgaria and Turkey. Entangling my 
subjective experience as a child migrant from revolutionary Iran with contemporary migration politics, 
La Familia aims to trouble perspectives on identity, belonging and ideas of political responsibility. For 
the presentation I draw on counter-archival strategies to animate over, map, re-write the political shifts 
across Europe over time from migrant perspectives. Using photographs from personal and community-
based sources like the Dom Kulture Studentski Grad (Belgrade), DOMiD - Documentation Center and 
Museum of Migration in Germany, the family album and text sources like Michel Foucault’s writings 
on the Iranian Revolution the research presented circles back to contemporary migration and border 
politics and crucially to Iran’s fractured relationship with the West.  
With this proposed form of the film I aim to disrupt the illustrative, representational manner archival 
material is utilized in documentary to tell a story. Instead, the presentation abstracts through a ‘remix’ 
approach and I voice the demand for a film viewership that asks not, what am I seeing but how am I 
looking? The journey is, I propose, for the film viewer (as it is for the filmmaker), a question of self-
interrogation: from what position am I doing the looking? As a viewer, how am I involved in image-
making and, in a wider sense, the structural conditions that produce migrant/refugee lives?  
 
 
N-400 and the performance of displaced Identity in Buffalo, NY  
Eliseo Ortiz  (University of Colorado at Boulder) 

The motivations for this research emerged primarily from recent observations and experiences about 
displaced communities in the border city of Buffalo, New York. The notes present a commentary 
about populations withholding a non- citizen immigration status; these populations can be identified as 
refugees, temporal or permanent residents who are also eligible for naturalization and access to 
juridical recognition of the United States of America as citizens. For this investigation I outlined two 
distinctive ways in which to analyze displacement culture from the dual perspective of the subject’s 
experience. According to my assumption, the displaced individual is subjected to certain sites of 
control which I will discuss extensively throughout this paper, paying particular attention to the 
discourses which underpin the operations of control and its reproduction. I will primarily analyze the 
“Form N-400 Application for Naturalization”, designed and administered by USCIS (United States 
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Citizenship and Immigration Services) in conjunction with USDHS (United States Department of 
Homeland Security) and the United States Department of State. The ultimate purpose behind the 
administration of this form is to standardize the process of application for the U.S. citizenship through 
means of “Naturalization”. In 2012, I started drafting a series of research notes and film/installation 
work related specifically to questions of space concerning its use and its construction according to 
cultural circumstances such as violence and exclusion. By researching various distinctive elements 
such as the utilization of multiple languages, cultural identity performances, the use of the body as site 
of resistance, the enforcement of law, and the use of mass media in constructing history, I began to 
understand Buffalo as a fragmentary city. Consequentially, and in a broader sense I began to 
understand contemporary culture as being a manifestation of the geographical and political 
displacement of populations.  

Eliseo Ortiz is an artist, filmmaker and scholar. He holds an M.F.A. in Media Arts Production from 
University at Buffalo, SUNY and is currently a Ph.D. candidate in Emergent Technologies and Media 
Art Practices at the University of Colorado at Boulder.  

 
Artist Diasporas: The Nature of Home and Belonging in Lives on the Move  
Emma Duester (University of Roehampton) 
 
Artists’ mobilities across the European Union (EU) have changed since the end of the Soviet Union in 
1991 and the EU27 accession in 2004. Rather than Eastern European migration that is predominantly 
seen as one-way, permanent, for economic reasons, and as going from Eastern to Western Europe, the 
circular, short-term mobilities of artists are, instead, multi-directional and create trans-local spaces that 
connect home, host and multiple other places. In artists’ mobile lives the in-between transit spaces of 
airports and car journeys must become places. This lifestyle also means many have particular 
understandings of home and belonging. Nevertheless, many artists gain a feeling of home in mobility 
through being part of transnational networks of fellow artists or through the practice of ‘doing art’ on 
the move. This means home itself becomes mobile. This presentation will explore the nature of 
diasporic artistic practices by analysing a series of artworks by highly mobile artists from the Baltic 
States, who move regularly across multiple borders across the EU in order to maintain their position 
on the global art world. It investigates artists’ reflections on migration and home and provides new 
ways of explaining and understanding notions of home and belonging using a cross-cultural 
perspective that highly mobile artists gain. These concepts are negotiated in their artworks using 
hybrid, cross-cultural comparisons. Relating to Brah’s (1996) notion of a ‘homing desire’, it is argued 
there is a particular ‘homing aesthetics’ in artworks whereby artists comment on homeland, roots and 
belonging as well as highlighting comparisons between home, host and other cultures. This 
presentation draws upon interviews with artists and couples this with an analysis of artworks in order 
to show how their regular mobilities, or ‘lives in transit’, have affected their feelings of home and 
belonging. 
 
 
Errant objects: telling stories of migrant heritage through artworks inside and outside museums 
Katy Beinart (University of Brighton) 
 
This paper presents a series of artist projects which use material culture to tell a story through a re-
making of lost objects. These re-makings do not strive for authenticity but instead through their 
material poetics, engage with postmemory, and with complex heritages. Moving in an ‘errant’ way 
inside and outside of traditional museum spaces to public spaces, parks, libraries, festivals, and 
churches, the artworks offer another route to engage more diverse audiences with museums and 
collections. I will describe 3 recent projects I have carried out; firstly, the Brixton Museum, a mobile 
museum which ‘collected’ stories in an area with a rich history as a place of African-Caribbean 
heritage, at a critical point in the areas regeneration; secondly, The Fabric of Faith, a project which 
engaged elders from diverse faith and ethnic backgrounds to produce communal textile artworks 
reflecting their migrations and faiths; and thirdly, Saltways, a project which engaged with the story of 
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a small town’s salt trading heritage and its lost networks of trade and entanglement, through a 
sculpture arriving on a journey by boat. Through these projects I will highlight tensions and 
opportunities for placing artworks and artists projects in museum spaces which can also roam, 
errantly, elsewhere. Levels of care and protection, safety and risk are critically interrogated as well as 
how an artwork’s material poetics hold different meanings inside and outside the museum. Finally, I 
reflect on the errant role of the artist, in challenging modes of knowledge production, through 
reconstructing narratives for different sets of viewers. 
  
Coffee 
 
3.30pm. Panel 3. Borders, informality, and re-placing meanings of space in and outside the city 
Chair: Frauke Behrendt 
 
Obliterating the threshold: the ephemeral materialities of encampment in Calais, France  
Maria Hagan (University of Cambridge)  
 
Since the demolition of the infamous Calais ‘Jungle’ in October 2016, the French state has hardened 
its policies against the informal encampments of displaced people. A complex institutional system of 
official processing centres has been established, marking a shift towards greater securitisation and the 
violent policing of those living beyond the system. This is most visible in post-camp Calais, where 
several hundred displaced people have continued to settle in the border zone in scattered encampments 
which authorities systematically seek to destroy. Drawing on five months of ethnographic fieldwork in 
Calais in 2017-18, this paper scrutinises how the disassembling of the informal camp space plays out 
in practice. While there has been rich debate on the ‘space of the camp’ among urban geographers in 
recent years, these have often taken the materiality of a camp space for granted. This paper proposes a 
new forensics of camp objects and materialities, drawing on assemblage theory and binary processes 
of ‘smoothing’ and ‘striating’ space to describe strategies by which informal camps in Calais are 
materially disassembled by police, and how this is challenged by exiles and grassroots humanitarians 
who strive to reassemble them. To capture this dynamic I propose the concept of ‘ephemeral 
encampment’ which considers the camp not so much as a fixed place as a contested and cyclical 
activity and process. The paper concludes that these attacks on the material signal a transition from a 
humanitarian response to exiles to one driven by a logic of securitisation, in which structures of 
protection are turned on their head.  
 
 
Sindh in Karachi: A topography of separateness, connectivity, and laterality in Pakistan 
Nichola Khan (University of Brighton) 
 
From imperial ‘unhappy valley’, to decapitated province, commercial capital, and twenty-first century 
megacity, this article explores a topography of separateness between Sindh and its capital city Karachi 
-a separateness which culminated in Pakistan’s post-Independence years, in constructs of official and 
political language, governances of national, provincial and city division, and political party rhetoric 
and violence. Rather than reiterate a reading of dominant tropes of ethnicity, or corrective postcolonial 
identity politics with their emphasis on exclusion, conflict, and peripheralization, the article asks what 
else might be uncovered about their relationship other than conventional alignments and partitions 
between an alien urban behemoth and a provincial periphery? It develops a topographical view to refer 
to the physical arrangement of environments, but also people’s profane, spiritual and political 
connections and losses involving place and dwelling. This is expanded through examples of land 
appropriations involving urban real-estate development, environmental migrations and displacement, 
the idiom of the hijra and Sufistic devotion, and nationalist and religious extremism. The article 
questions ways losses of ground and attachment might unite people across provincial divides in an 
alternative, forward motion of cohabitation. It reveals a multi-layered historical tracing of ways that 
Sindh, as it is lived in Karachi and vice versa, digresses and wanders through deep cross-regional 
dynamics and developments. The loss of separation as a site for a unity can, in short, create new 
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departures from self and place, and also rebuff the tendency to centre ‘other’ knowledges as the 
starting-point and epistemology for studies of Karachi and Sindh. 
 
 
Blissful displacements: 
from Hadrian’s Wall to Bay Parkway 
 
Toma Peiu (University of Colorado Boulder) 
 
What makes a good place, and who is allowed to occupy it? How may undisciplined knowledge reveal 
the affective flows that connect ecologies and populations beyond ethnic or national boundaries? 
This presentation connects points of tension from distinct media ethnographies on the experience of 
mobility in the early 21st century – challenging cartography and narrative to trace pathways within the 
outskirts of London, Brooklyn and Mo’ynaq, Uzbekistan. 
Does an episteme of porosity (Buck-Morss), emerging at the intersection of forensis (Weizman), 
existentiality (Jackson), and place making (Benjamin, Lefebvre) help better see, hear, respond to and 
un-make a bordered everyday? 
By connecting environmental and urban transformation with the politics of human migration and 
technology, I will look at how an argument for blissful displacement may emerge from grounded 
collaborative practices to empower a decolonized communitarian imaginary.  
 
 
4.45pm. Plenary- drawing disparate threads together 
 
6.30pm- Dinner (optional) Wahaca, New Road Brighton  


